Abstract -For fast and accurate motion of 6-axis articulated robot, more noble motion control strategy is needed. In general, the movement strategy of industrial robots can be divided into two kinds, PTP (Point to Point) and CP (Continuous Path). In recent, industrial robots which should be co-worked with machine tools are increasingly needed for performing various jobs, as well as simple handling or welding. Therefore, in order to cope with high-speed handling of the cooperation of industrial robots with machine tools or other devices, CP should be implemented so as to reduce vibration and noise, as well as decreasing operation time. This paper will realize CP motion (especially joint-linear) blending in 3-dimensional space for a 6-axis articulated (lab-manufactured) robot (called as "RS2") by using LabVIEW 
I. INTRODUCTION
A 6-axis articulated robot, as one of industrial manipulators, is commonly used for automation lines of welding, assembly and spray painting. For fast and accurate motion of 6-axis articulated robot, more noble motion control strategy is needed. In general, the movement strategy of industrial robots can be divided into two kinds, PTP (Point to Point) and CP (Continuous Path). Early industrial robots in mass production line have been mainly used for simple and iterative jobs in which PTP motion is enough. But in recent, industrial robots which should be co-worked with machine tools are increasingly needed for performing various jobs, as well as simple handling or welding. Therefore, in order to cope with high-speed handling of the cooperation of industrial robots with machine tools or other devices, CP should be implemented so as to reduce vibration and noise, as well as decreasing operation time [1] .
More specifically, Fig. 1 shows the comparison of PTP with CP. As shown in Fig. 1 , PTP makes a robot move from a starting point to an ending point through a via point, whereas CP makes a robot from a starting point to an ending point without pausing at a via point. Especially CP can result in smooth motion of robot and thereby can shorten travel time of robot. As shown in Fig. 2 , the basic operation of CP motion can be achieved by superposing the trapezoidal velocity profiles of two segments (i.e., one segment from a starting point to a via point and another segment from a via point to an ending point) in the vicinity of a via point. The CP motion can result in reducing both travel time and vibration. effects of vibration can be obtained. Existing CP method on Kim's Paper. [2] . proposed a new velocity superposition algorithm in consideration of various velocity cases, as shown in Fig. 3 . This algorithm had many equations with difficulties in actual application to a robot. Moreover Kim's algorithm cannot provide hybrid motion blending such as blending of joint motion with linear motion because it is effective only for homogeneous blending of joint motion with joint motion. As another investigation of velocity superposition, Ju et al. [1] suggested a hybrid motion blending algorithm including velocity superposition by using parametric interpolation. By using a 3-axis (lab-manufactured) SCARA robot (called as "RS1") with LabVIEW ® controller (see Fig. 4 ), this simple algorithm was shown to result in less vibration, compared with PTP motion and Kim's algorithm. However, relatively simple LabVIEW ® programming and RS1 was used for the realization of CP motion blending in 2-dimensional plane. In contrast, this paper will realize CP motion (especially joint-linear) blending in 3-dimensional space for a 6-axis articulated (lab-manufactured) robot (called as "RS2") by using LabVIEW ® programming, based on the parametric interpolation. Another small contribution of this paper is the proposal of motion blending simulation technique based on Recurdyn ® V7, in order to figure out whether the joint-linear blending motion can generate the stable motion of robot in the sense of velocity magnitude at the end-effector of robot or not. Without the simulation technique, the implementation of jointlinear blending algorithm on RS2 can result in the damage (especially severe twisting of harness nearby a wrist) of robot since it make the joint servo motors of RS2 go over the operating speed ranges of joints.
II. LAB-MANUFACTURED OF 6-AXIS ARTICULATED ROBOT
In this paper, the lab-manufactured 6-axis articulated robot (RS2) is designed and manufactured and then used for investigating motion blending technology in a laboratory. The basic structure of this manipulator is shown in Fig. 5 . Especially it has a 4-bar linkage shown in order to disperse the load of both the 3 rd servomotor and reduction gear (specifically harmonic drive) as well as increasing the stiffness of manipulator structure. Especially both the 2 nd and the 3 rd servomotors and their reduction gears are arranged in series side by side, as shown in Fig. 6 . As another characteristic of this manipulator structure, the sliding mechanism of the 5 th axis, driven by a ball screw, is proposed in Fig. 7 , in order to enhance the structural rigidity of axis. Based on the proposed structure mentioned above, the prototype of RS2 including hardware structure is explained. For the 1 st to the 4 th axis, the harmonic drives are adopted for reduction gears in order to support moment load at each axis. Specifically it is well known that harmonic drive has excellent characteristic with large torque to stiffness ratio. Especially for the 5 th and 6 th axes, belt reduction mechanism has been chosen instead of a reduction gear because their reduction ratios are just 1/2. All the servomotors are controlled by the servo drivers of Mitsubishi ® J2-Super series. For the higher control system of RS2, the Motion Controller of NI PXI-7350 equipment has been used with the universal control/measurement software of LabVIEW . As a result, the prototype of RS2 is shown in Fig. 8 . 
Based on the D-H parameters of Table 1 , the homogeneous transformation matrix of relationship between link frame {i-1} and link frame {i} can be obtained as follows : Given joint angles driven by servomotors, (2) can give the position and orientation of end-effector.
The inverse kinematics of RS2 can be solved by using geometric approach [4] . First, the position of wrist, W P , can be calculated by using the coordinates of end-effector.
is a given end-effector position; a is a given approach vector. The remaining ș 4, ș 5 and ș 6 can be obtained by using inner products, based on Fig. 11. In the following equations, c i , s i,  s 23 , and c 23 are the abbreviations of s cos ș i,, sin ș i , sin(ș 2 -ș 3 ), and cos(ș 2 -ș 3 ), respectively. In addition, n is a given normal vector of end-effector while s is a sliding vector of end-effector. Motion blending is defined as the blending of different two type's motions such as a blending of joint motion with linear motion, in the neighborhood of a via point. The types of motion can be classified into 3 categories; joint motion, linear motion, and circular motion. In this paper, joint and linear motions are exclusively selected for explanation, based on Ref. [1] .
First of all, a parameter u(t) can be introduced as follows: 
Referring to (10), joint motion segment can be described by
where J(u(t)) denotes a joint position; the subscripts e and s indicates end and start, respectively. Similarly, linear motion segment can be given by
where L(u(t)) denotes a position of an end-effector in Cartesian coordinates. Especially e P and s P indicate the end and start position of the end-effector in Cartesian coordinates. Equations can be re-written in joint coordinates as follows:
where InvKin(·) denotes the inverse kinematics routine.
The motion blending should be implemented in joint coordinates on the basis of time axis. For example, the (k -1)-th joint motion segment and the k-th linear motion segment can be blended in joint coordinates as follows:
where the superscript i denotes the number of joint axis.
Now the joint-linear motion blending is experimented on R S2 with a LabVIEW ® NI PXI-7350 Motion Controller, so as t o track joint-linear path. Figure 12 shows the LabVIEW inverse kinematics graphical program for RS2. This inverse kinematics routine of LabVIEW is often called in the motion blending as InvKin(·) Next the LabVIEW programming of velocity superposition using parameter u(t) is shown in Fig. 13 , based on Case 1, 2, and 3 in Ref. [1] . In more specific, the joint-linear motion blending of LabVIEW programming be explained as follows. As shown in Fig. 14, 3 VI's are engaged in joint-linear motion blending. Here VI means Virtual Instrument of LabVIEW programming.
The 3 VI's are composed of parameter interpolation VI (which is skipped due to simplicity in (11), velocity superposition VI (see Fig. 13 ) and inverse kinematics VI (see Fig. 12 ). Consequently joint-linear motion blending VI calls 3 VI's to calculate next points during motion blending.
Before getting into the real implementation of joint-linear motion blending algorithm on RS2, we propose a motion blending simulation technique based on Recurdyn ® V7 (multi-body dynamics analysis program tool), in order to figure out whether the joint-linear blending motion can generate the stable motion of robot in the sense of velocity magnitude at the end-effector of robot or not. Figure 15 shows the 3-D modeling of RS2 using Recurdyn ® V7, to which joint-linear motion blending algorithm given by (12) to (14) is input. The joint-linear motion blending simulation can make us check if RS2 could be damaged for excessive joint velocities out of joint velocity limits, which might come from the blending algorithm. The typical example of damage is the entangling of harness nearby the wrist part of RS2. Fig. 16-(a) shows an example of joint-linear CP path in terms of Z-position of end-effector. The joint-linear motion blending simulation using using Recurdyn ® V7 results in the profile of velocity magnitude (or speed) for the end-effector of RS2, as shown in Fig. 16-(b) . In this figure, the average endeffector speed was confirmed as about 40 mm/s within the speed limit of 80 mm/s. This means that the joint-motion blending algorithm can be implemented on RS2 safely for the given joint-linear CP path of Fig. 16-(a) .
For the joint-linear CP path (see Fig. 16-(a) ) with reliable simulation result of Fig. 16-(b) , the motion blending algorithm given by Fig. 14 is now In this paper, the lab-manufactured 6-axis articulated robot (RS2) was designed and manufactured and then used for investigating motion blending technology in a laboratory. Especially a CP (joint-linear) motion blending in 3-dimensional space for RS was realized by using LabVIEW® programming, based on a parametric interpolation. Another small contribution of this paper was the proposal of motion blending simulation technique based on Recurdyn® V7, in order to figure out whether the joint-linear blending motion can generate the stable motion of robot in the sense of velocity magnitude at the end-effector of robot or not. In order to evaluate the performance of joint-linear motion blending, simple PTP (i.e., linear-linear) is also physically implemented on RS2 as well as joint-linear motion blending. The implementation results of joint-linear motion blending and PTP was compared in terms of vibration magnitude and travel time by using the vibration testing equipment of Medallion of Zonic ® . It has been confirmed verified that the joint-linear motion blending is with less vibration and shorter travel time when compared to the PTP, by implementing two algorithms on RS2. Further topics of other CP motions such as jointcircular and linear-circular are under investigation for real implementation on RS2.
